The Clash
Becomes
Inevitable
JOHN REED,

Salisbury, writes:

Z.A.P.U. was declared an unlawful organisation on the
morning of the 20 September, there was little surprise, yet
before the day when one weighed up his alternatives it was
sometimes hard to believe that Whitehead would ban Z.A.P.U.
While Z.A.P.U. existed there was still the opportunity to go
back and hold another conference under British chairmanship to
find a satisfactory solution. There was still a chance of weakening
Z.A.P.U. support by actually putting through legislation he has
promised will remove racialism from Rhodesia. Indeed even
Whitehead believes that the frustration which has driven Africans
to bomb and burn up and down the country would be relieved
rather than intensified by the removal of every political outlet,
even the poor one of speaking or listening at political meetings.

"WHEN

that Whitehead is not a politician. In a different
situation, trying to. get the best deal for the people he represented,
he is a dedicated man absolutely convinced, as he often says in
~his sp~eches, that· he is right. Ever since he came to power he
has striven for a non-racial state. By this he means a state which
is exactly the Southern Rhodesia. of today, except that there are
Africans inside the European structures instead of just outside.
Africans are no longer interested in sharing in today's Rhodesia
any more than they are interested in an entree to European
hotels. Africans want to control their own destinies. They want
Zimbabwe.
THE DISASTER IS

SIR EDGAR HAS· never been able to see in those who oppose him
anything but racialist hooliganism bent to destroy everything to
the orders of a criminal minority. He cannot come to terms with
African nationalism because he cannot believe there was anything
'there to come to terms with. He_ could have made a bargain if
he could have brought himself to work for a place for Europeans
in the new Africa, instead of merely inviting Africans into the
old Southern Rhodesia. In his speech to the nation on the
Sunday evening after the ban, he bitterly attacked those of both
races who believed the racial clash here was inevitable. On
Wednesday.lhe 19th, many believed it \vas not inevitable. Who
believes it now?
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Direction or
Destination
DAVID EVANS

Liberal Policies Rethought
TIME South African Liberals have been
uneasily aware that liberalism as understood in the west
h.as no future in Africa. The experience of the ProgresSIve Party proves it beyond dispute-their concern for
private enterprise, for lIberty of the (suitably qualified)
individual, for parliamentary methods, for "gradualism", was European liberalism at its most classical.
And it was rejected emphatically not only by non-whites
-"qualified" and "unqualified"-but also by a large
section of the very white-collar workers who shOUld
theoretically have formed its strength.
But those Liberals who have been congratulating
themselves on their perspicacity in not boarding Mr.
Oppenheimer's now stalled solid gold Cadillac, should
pause and contemplate the direction of their own
vehicle. And while they are about it they might study
the passenger list too.
For there can be little doubt but that the Liberal
Party though more radical and rugged than the Progressive Party is singularly short of militant African
leaders of the kind called for by the continental revolution, an opinion with which African members of that
~alibre would probably be the first to agree. The party
IS resolute and courageous; from the leadership down
~e!Dbers have endured all the humiliation and suffering
VISIted on those who fight against racialism and privilege. Yet there is a quality missing-a dash of madness.
Liberals in South Africa are essentially empiricists.
They pr~fer negotiation along tried routes, persuasion
and cautIous pressure-to the sudden leap in the dark,
backed by an irrational belief in human infallibility.
And yet it is often irrationality which succeedsemotion not logic is the stuff of politics. Had Castro
been completely sane he would not have taken Cuba.
Had Banda been "a reasonable man" he would not be
Prime Minister potential of Nyasaland; had Sir de
Villiers Graaff t~ken-on 30 March 1960-a wild leap
to the left he mIght have been Prime Minister today.
On what is this apparent irrationality based-a
shrewd grasp of the mood, demands and needs of the
people~ the ability to project an image of power and
competence. And above all the ability to create the
belief that the risk' is worth taking, that what is offered
is something worth sacrificing for. This is both the
challenge and the danger.
The Liberal Party handbook Nonracial Denlocracy is
the first complete presentation of the policies thrashed
out at the party's annual conference in Durban in 1961.
It is also the party's blueprint for the future South
FOR SOME
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~frican society;
hb~ral past what

.it is an attempt to salvage. from the
IS of value and to blend with it policies
deSIgned to meet the peculiar demands of the South
Afrlcan situation.
~t is I must say at the outset an impressive document
-It presents a good case well and lucidly; it is probably
the most detailed and sensible plan for a common
society produced in South Africa and it is certainly the
most honest.
And ye,~ in this y,~ar ~f ~pa~hy, fear, stray explosions
and ~h~ Sabotag~ BIll ~t IS som~how slightly disaI?polntIng. Th~re IS about. I.t a suges.tlon of compromise
w~th the .old. lIberal tradItIon: It IS, as it were, just
slIghtly slckhed over with the pale cast of second
thoughts-on education, on economic policy on
forei~n policy. It is aware of the challenge, but a'pprehenslve of the danger.
This is not to say that the policies do not reflect a
brave break. wit~ the party's past. The Party shows
~lea~ly t~a~, It WIll have no truck with "progressive"
~ntl-raclal senates and fancy franchise systems, desIgned (whatever Molteno may say) to maintain white
supremacy and the position ot the industrial elite. The
controlled constitution with an entrenchoo bill of
individua~ rights is sufficient safeguard for the individual; while the danger of the small and uninfluential
citizen b~jng crushed in the machinery of the modern
state or Ignored by the bureaucrats at the controls is
minimised b~ the. pr~vision for a public protector ba~ed
on the ScandInavIan Innovation, the ombudsman. Nor is
there the talk of groups which so mars the Freedom
Charter.
BUT THE. PARTY HAS ERRED, I believe, in advocating a
decentralIsed form of constitution, in which certain
powers (undefined in the handbook, but to be defined
In .the constit':ltion) are given to the provinces or
regIons. ,!here I~ a strong case fo! decentralisation only
when regIonal dIfferences and attItudes are so considerable as to.., make it the only alternative to secession or
rebe~lion. In Sou~h Afric~ the urgent need for comprehens.lve a~d rapId plannIng to combat illiteracy, soil
erOSIon, dIsease, and lack of adequate housing, among
other problems, .argues for a p?werful central legislature not unduly Impeded by regIonal self-interest.
T~~ Party, as was to be expected, comes out with an
a.mbItIOus programme to eliminate racialism in educatIon. It lays down that "primary education shall be free
and equal for all and higher education shall as far as
possible be made available to all on the basis of merit"
Th~s is backed b!, a. fir.m statement that private school~
whIch seek to dIscrImInate on the basis of race need
not approa~h the State for money. Good. Unfortunately
the part~ dI~ not stop there.. but hesitated, awed by its
ow~ radIcalIsm ... and was lost, in a morass of confUSIon about the relationship between the individual
and the community. It was unable to decide whether
to permit privately financed schools to discriminate
against groups other than those for which the schools
~ere intended and-lest there be any doubt-"groups"
Includ~d race g~oups. Now it is possible to agree that
there IS som.e kInd of case for unaided private schools
Cthe case belng, one supposes, that in the past private
schools in South Africa have produced-along with
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the gentlemen who keep people of Jewish origin out of
urban and country clubs-quite a number of liberals
and progressives and, who knows, perhaps eve·n a
socialist or two).
But is it possible to see a case for permitting the
deliberate perpetuation of enclaves of racialism?
Everyone at the confe,rence was agreed that, at the
very least, South Africa must be a welfare state-with
provision for free medical services, family health
centres and preventive medicine; also adequate housing
coupled with the elimination of residential segregation.
A complete system of social security was also to be
provided.
It was decided that major economic changes would
have to accompany political changes and that there
would have to be a more just distribution of income as
well as equality of opportunity for all. To do this, the
party inter alia, favours taxation which falls most
harshly on the rich-"a more steeply graduated scale
of income tax and death duties, together with taxes
upon luxury commodities and capital gains." This is
accompanied by a statement more, positive than hitherto that the party, when the Government, will intervene
to provide services and necessary industries and to
combat monopolies.
This does not see·m to me to go far enough. There is
far too much production of luxury items and far too
little production for use. Production must be geared to
meet need and not simply to meet the demands of those
who have the ability to pay-or will have the ability
to pay when the State, the employers and the workers
have finished haggling over what constitutes a living
wage. Taxation does not seem to be the complete
answer in a country where 75 per cent of the population lives in horrible poverty. As Oscar Wilde once put
it "'Why should they be grateful for the crumbs from
the· rich man's table-they should be seated at the
board, and are beginning to know it."*
THE ANSWER IS SURELY planning and control by experts
responsible to the State which will be in turn responsible to the people. It is significant that in national
crises such as wars, few people resist State inte.rvention.
South Africa's continuing crisis is poverty: should the
State play a less important role than it did in the
1939-45 period?
An indication of the militancy of the intentions of
most parties in South Africa is their attitude to the
mines. Both the Nationalists and the Labour Party
went on record on numerous occasions as favouring
nationalisation of the mines; neither had the courage
to do so. The Congress Alliance in its Freedom Charte·r
indicates (rather vaguely) that it might do so.
The Liberal Party is also rather ambiguous in its
statement: . "The Party does not advocate the nationalisation of mines or industry as a principle of universal
application." It is well known that the wages paid in
South African mines to Africans is obviously inadequate: it is also well known that the mining companies
maintain an increase in wages will make continued
operation in many mines uneconomic. Is not nationalisation essential? This question is unfortunately not
dealt with, and yet it is of grave· importance.

In dealing with the land question the party is tentative, but its proposals seem sound and progressive.
Redistribution will be achieved by taxation designed to
discourage the concentration of large estates in the
hands of a few people and by enforcing sale to the
state of unused or underdeveloped land. Poor but
willing farmers will be helped by lqng term loans by
the state· as well as other methods. A difficulty not
dealt with is the possibility that large farming units
may prove the best thus creating a tendency towards
private monopoly. It is something the party may well
examine in the future. It is pleasing that attention is
given to collective or co..operative methods of farming.
The more radical solution of wholesale nationalisa..
tion of the land was rejected because it was felt, 1
believe, that food production could be disrupted by a
Kenya-style emigration of angry white farmers on the
one hand and on the other the hostility of Africans
who have already been dispossessed of land by the
Nationalist government.
Confronted by the need to put forward a foreign
policy relevant to the revolution in Africa and Africa's
position in a sharply divided world, the party takes
refuge· in impeccable generalisations. Here one feels it
was imperative that the conference should have stated
more precisely where it stood. Admittedly it favours
close co-operation with other African states but surely
more· than this is called for. Africa is potentially rich
and potentially powerfuL sufficiently so for both the
"Western" and "Soviet" groupings to regard its rapid
development as dangerous to their interests. In such
circumstances "positive neutrality" leading perhaps to
liaisons with both would seem the sensible position.
It is also disappointing that a strong line against
colonialism is not expressed, particularly as United
States' behaviour over Cuba and South America has
shown clearly that the violation of the rights and
security of small countries is not confined to the Soviet
group. Similarly South Africa must join the "neutral"
nations in impartially condemning the arms race and
demonstrations of nuclear 'devices' by east and west.
The Liberal Party handbook is an important document. Not only is it a challenge to the drafters of the
Freedom Charter-a document I sometimes feel
tempted to describe as neither flesh nor fowl nor good
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red cod-but it also reveals, by contrast _the- obsolescence of Safeguarding Your Future, the Progressive
Party statement of policies and principles, which was,
regrettably left virtually unchanged by that organisation's congress in Durban in August. The chief value
of Nonracial Democracy lies in its honest examination
fJf South Africa's problems and its revelation that

:somewhere in the Liberal Party there is a socialist
party trying to get out.
_
If Nonracial De,.nocracy is a signpost pointing the
general direction of the party it is to be welcomed: if
on the other hand it is the destination itself Liberals
may find they are the only @nes who wish to go
there.
•

European has a
culture of his own in the sense that the Afrikaner has.
Most adult white Rhodesians were not born in the
country and have roots in Britain or South Africa. But
there is the local form of the settler mind which is little
m'ore than the conviction of the distinction between
"us" and "the natives". In Southern Rhodesia this is no
longer official dogma. But it continues to be powerful.

NOT -;fHAT -THE SOUTHERN RHODESIAN

In the Rhodesia-Zimbabwe Process

The Skin-hats Stage
JOHN REED
from the Republic
have sometimes remarked that events here compared
to the grim realities further south have an_ air of corp.~c
opera. The cultural battles described in this article
nearly all take place in the sphere of the ludicrous. But
the issues involved are not ludicrous. Southern Rhodesia
will be the first country in sub-Saharan Africa to move
from being a white settler country in the full sense, with
a virtually independent white settler government, with
its own traditions however jejune and its own European
way of life-and to become an African country.
It may take a decade before the change is complete.
It will probably only take five years. In any case the
process has already begun. For although Rhodesia still
has a white settler government, and will continue to
have sU,ch a government under the new constitution if
this is ever put into force, still that government is TI9
longer fuling, in the sense of shapingJhe~,country without obstruction according to a settler ideology.
,_
The government is now merely dealing with a situation that has arisen, as best it can, confusedly, on some
fronts apparently getting ready for African power, on
others trying to postpone or prevent it. The coming of
colonial territories to independence if it has not always
brought a cultural awakening has usually brought a
cultural preoccupation. The coming of a white, man's
land to African nationhood involves a cultural conflict
-not on that deepest level where a conflict of culture
has been going on ever since the white man arrived in
Africa, and still continues-but on the conscious level
of attitudes taken, affinnations made and slogans
coined; a cultural accompaniment to the political
struggle. In Southern Rhodesia cultural questions~
what a man should eat and what he should put on and
what past he should revere-now make headlines.
VISITORS TO SOUTHERN RHODESIA

J. O. R E E D is on the staff of the University
College of Rhodesia and Nyasaland and lvas one
of the joint editors of Dissent, Salisbury. With
the banning of ZAPU on 20 September 1962.
he lvas served with a Hrestriction order," as chairlnan of the Salisbury City branch of ZAPU.
4

"Events lvhich are perhaps even now
inlminent" ... "It all points to a crisis". John
Reed's article and A. K. _Brooks's review (page
6), written just before the banning of ZAPU on
20 Septelnber, should be read with the leader
page 1.

o.n

_As for 'culture, the 'settler here feels secure in Michel..
angelo and Tolstoy. He doesn't have to produce a
cultural justification from his own immediate resources
(how embarrassing to have to cite Doris Lessing, who
j~ the only nlajor artist Southern Rhodesia has pro..
duced) any more than he has to depend on his own
resources independently -_of Europe in- any other sphere.
With all thi~ behind him, he can remain unimpressed
by the massed arts of Africa.
The Africans at the moment are more modest and
more local. Their pulses do not much quicken at the
thought of Nok culture or the poetic achievement of
Leopold Sedar Senghor. Their cultural awakening is
the discovery tha~ they themselves have for so long
been taken in by a European conspiracy to pretend
there could be nothing of value in things Afr.ican. All
they have to do is to affirm what has been denied.
. "The missionaries have said we should not dance.
Now w~ dance." They
not have to demonstrate the
value of the dance. Sufficient, to quote the principles
set down to guide the judges at ZAPU's traditional
dance competition, that "the performance should
arouse enthusiasm or interest from the audience-it
may arouse joy or sorrow". There is no need to
demonstrate _against any standards the greatness of an
African past, of African heroes. It is enough to affirm
t~em. Zimbabwe. Chaminuka. Lobengula..

do

the great International Congress
of African Culture held in -Salisbury provoked what
quarrels it did largely within the European camp. That
this very important occasion in African arts took place
in Salisbury at all is almost entirely due to Frank
McEwan, director of the Rhodes National Gallery, a
man who has never once stopped waging his .wild,
unstinting battle with Salisbury's bleak archaic vuIga..

FOR THESE REASONS.
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rity. Into his cultural desert he. managed to coax
representatives from Nigeria, Ghana, the Ivory' Coast,
Mozambique, African artists from all parts of Africa,
African experts from all parts of Europe, and··managed
to avoid' a boycott byZAP,U though the gallery is
supported by the Government.
These are not mean achievements. But even' he was
unable to convince the local European press' that the
occasion was vf much importance, though they published letters which said· that the exhibition of African
art put in by the congress depicted nothing but the
"crudity, primitiveness and savagery of ·African 'culture'." The Leader of the opposition in the Southern
Rhodesian Legislative Assembly objected to "the absolute rubbish on display at the moment" and said that
instead of giving £3,500 a year to the' National Gallery
the Government should spend this amount on sub-police
stations.
.
ZAPU officials were present at the opening ceremony
of the Congress. But with 'half-a-crown entrance' to· the
art exhibition with another ten shillings for the very
necessary catalogue, the Congress did not· 'make a
widespread impression on the African people of. Salisbury. To take place at all the Congress had to keep
above politics. And perhaps this meant keeping above
the cultural issues of the moment.
Government cannot be
so aloof. On the 4th 'August 'in the African Daily Ne'rvs
appeared a Government advertisement, headed "WE
DEPLORE THE NATIONALIST REVERSION TO
TRIBALISM." Then beneath:

BUT THE SOUTHERN RHODESIAN

UThe wearing of skin hats, skins, the use of tribal trappings with its threat of moving ba·ckwards .instead of forwards-the Nationalist magazine which is di'stinctive in its
articles and has on its cover a mask, axes and even a
witchdoctor's horn."

Further down the advertisement continues:
"Remember-Zimbabwe is just a ruin-a silent reminder
of a dead and unhappy past. What an insult to. ask you to
call yourself a Zimbabwian."
,

This Governmental reaction to some cultural trappings of nationalism which have begun to appear this
year year perhaps needs some notes of explanation.
Skin hats, that is hats made of fur, had become popular among nationalist officials. The Africans of
Southern Rhodesia have not preserved any' traditional
costume, and the skin hat probably originates more in
the desire of the 'young man in the town for some
extravagant touch in' his attire than in the' revival of
any geuinely traditional garment. Certainly to a European eye the skin hat does not give its wearer :an
African look-but rather, according to the style of the·
hat, an appearance reminiscent of Davy' .Crockett,
Robinson Crusoe or some visiting Soviet diplomat. The
Government's denunciation however has fixed the skin
hat as patriotic wear.
"
The African Daily News after the attack published a
row of photographs, a Royal Horse Artillery bugler,
the Queen, BuckinghalTI Palace Guard, Joshua Nkomo
-all wearing skin hats. This was to make fun of the
Government. The real justification of the skin hat is
not, of course, that Europeans 'do wear them but that
they don't. The hat has become a symbol of allegiance.
So when a European asked two ·Africans in a restaurant eating a meal and wearing skin hats, to remove
THE
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these, according to a press report, one of the Africans
replied, with biblical dignity: "We cannot take off our
hats' because ·they are not· hats as other hats are."
Though a policeman was called the men finished their
meal and left still wearing their hats.
Government advertisement about
its being an insult to be called a Zimbabwian refers of
course to the African Nationalist habit of calling the
territory now known as Southern Rhodesia, Zimbabwe
-which will presumably in the future become the
official name of the country. As one African wrote to
the Daily News:
"If it is an insult to some people's ears to be called
Zimbabwians, then it must also be an insult to other
people's ears to be called Rhodesians . . . Rhodes was
born far away from this country and Africans have no
connection with bim". ~..
THE .PASSAGE IN THE

so THE BATTLE GOES ON. Mr. Robert Mugabe, Publicity
Secretary of ZAPU and perhaps one of the most PanAfricanist minded of the party's leaders-he has
worked in Ghana, has a Ghanaian wife and sometimes
attends ZAPU meetings with a Nkrumah-like toga over
his suit-commented: "There is nothing wrong in
wearing skin hats. We would like to return to the days
of 1890 and revive everything as it was then and have
our land." The Government retorted with another
advertisement "AS IT WAS IN 1890 BY ACKNOWLEDGED EXPERTS O'F THE PERIOD" followed
by various extracts including one from Dr. Ranger's
extremely radical pamphlet Crisis in Southern
Rhodesiq.
The Government's assertion is that these things are
a reversion to tribalism. In fact they are the very
opposite, part of the creation of a national consciousness. "There were only warring tribes here say the
Europeans "we created .the nation". They created the
governmental and administrative structure in which a
nation could come about. But they know they did not
create a nation-as the belated "Build a Nation Campaign", a V.F.P. sponsored attempt to encourage Africans to enrol as voters under the new constitution,
witnesses. It has of course, been a failure.
For whatever the future of Europeans in Southern
Rhodesia may be, the ideals and traditions of a settler
community cannot possibly play any part in the forming of the consciousness of the ne\v nation except by
provoking reaction. This sounds so obvious as hardly
to need saying. Yet how difficult it is for the European
to accept that the tradition of Rhodes and the pioneers
is not that around which a new multiracial patriotism
can crystallise: that the pomps which the Europeans
have devised to praise themselves have to wither away.
September 12th is kept in Southern Rhodesia as a
national holiday. It is the date on which the Pioneer
Column reached the place where they founded Salisbury. Last year the name of this festival was changed
from "Occupation Day" to "Pioneer Day". Unsatisfied
by this concession men1bers of the Youth League of
the National Democratic Party (the African Nationalist
Party of that time) picketed with posters the open-air
service held in Cecil Square at the centre of Salisbury
with the attendance of surviving pioneers, their descendants and the Governor.
5

After the service was over these, many other Africans
and one or two Europeans were found to be sitting in
a group on one of the lawns in the square. Europeans
coming from worshipping their God and hoisting their
flag stood around jeering, calling racial abuse. One man
had the wit to purchase a supply of monkey nuts and
with these he pelted his fellow citizens. Police soon
ordered the seated crowd to leave and though it was
dispersing quietly, police dogs were used to chase the
departing demonstrators.
grown into the most appalling
insult to every sacred feeling, if we judge by letters
written to the European Press. This year it has been
announced that no longer will the Governor attend the
Pioneer Day service, and the responsibility for the
arranging of this service will no longer belong as
heretofore to the Salisbury Municipality but to the
Rhodesia Pioneers and Early Settlers Society_ Immediately the Press and the Leader of the Opposition
protested that this was because of last year's demonstrations, a surrender to hooliganism. Sir Edgar Whitehead replied with touching irrelevance "The time has
come \vhen there are no longer any of the original
settlers left and it is now a question of their descendants."
But the real answer is obvious. Sir Edgar Whitehead's governlnent is committed to a multiracial state,
and although apparently he cannot yet reveal this
openly to his white supporters, he can no longer give
official sanction to the celebration of the European
.arrival as a national event and symbol of national unity.
The pioneer tradition is not only no longer valid but
it is no longer possible to pretend that it is valid. The
celebration of September 12th becomes a matter for
antiquaries and the family piety of the descendants of
the pioneers. What the National occasions of" the new
Southern Rhodesia-of Zimbabwe-will be, we do not
know. They will be the commemoration of events which
have not yet happened, but which are even now perhaps
imminent.
•

THIS DEMONSTRATION HAS

ZAPU'S Witness

A. K. BROOKS
C'hapupu rrndeoendent Monthly-Southern Rh:>desia] Vol. I,

Nos. I & 2, August-September 1962.
FASHIONABLE at present to describe Southern
Rhodesia as a 'Police state.' As a term of abuse, the
phrase is no doubt useful; as an instrume.nt of analysis
it tells us little. Chapupu tells us a good deal about the
erosion of liberties and the suppression of African
nationalism in Southern Rhodesia, and in doing so it
adds useful detail to the hazy outline suggested by the
notion of 'Police state.'
Chapupu, (which means "Witness"), is clearly the
organ of the Zimbabwe African People's Union

IT
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a Rhodesian, is a student at
the University of Cape Town.
A.
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(ZAPU), despite its pretence of independence. It is an
articulate, outspoken and at tImes eloquent witness,
but those who hope to find in its pages constructive
thought about economic, social and cultural policy for
the tuture will be disappointed by the. first two issues.
Perhaps this is a built-In weakness of an extra-constitutional nationalist movement, its negative formulation
of attitudes. "One-man-one-vote' is a slogan, not a
policy. "D~wn with Whitehead' and 'Repeal the Land
Apportionment Act' may well be necessary cries for the
moment, but when Whitehead falls (as he might, in
trying to repeal the Land Apportionment Act), what
the.n? On this Chapupu has nothing to say.
In other respects, however, the magazine is of great
value. It reminds us that six men are still languishing in
detention at Gokwe, that the B.S.A. Police are an
active aggressive. arm of the United Federal Party regime, that the Government's propaganda campaign is
crude and dishonest. An article by the students of
Epworth Theological College shows that the missions
have played their unwitting part in equipping African
nationalism for its struggle. * The· possibility of the
African church militant lined up against the white
church reactionary is as real in Central Africa as is the
possibility in the Republic of a massive rejection of
Christianity by a rebellious black majority. The mission
students write:
"The great encouraging thing is that all those who fight for
a just cause will conquer without weapons. This is clearly
shown in the Old Testament Bible History and also in
world history."

The radical reader on seeing this may begin to wonder
whether religion is not an obstacle to change after all,
but the next few lines should reassure him. They contain a demand for power, the demand of a dispossessed
people couched, with superb irony, in the political and
relig.ous language of the imperialist culture which imposed itself on them:
'''We know that a person must struggle against sin, and
must struggle for education, so we fail to see why he should
not struggle to establish a government running under a
democratic principle ·of majority rule. So if we are to follow
democratic ways we find that it is the majority who should
rule, and according to Christianity it is the owners of the
land . . . We fail to see why it is only Mr. Nkomo who
should use democratic and Christian tactics when the founders of democracy and the propagators of the Gospel fail
to use them."

pattern of colon:aI:.sm in decline
is being repeated in Southern Rhodesia. Why else the
increasing frequency of violent outbursts, the alliance
of ZAPU with the radical wing of African Trade
Unionism, the introduction of more repressive legislation, the £4-million Police Vote, the ill-disguised concessions made five years too late? It all points towards
a crisis.
But the leaders of ZAPU would be wrong to think
that they have merely to huff and puff in order to blow
the ruling class down. They have made bad tactical
mistakes in the past, and are prone to lean heavily on
the uncertain props of British intervention and United
Nations pressure. They could do no better than to
study the efficient organisation of the ,Malawi machine,

IN SHORT, THE FAMIL!AR

*This is a theme developed by a man who admirably illustrates
it himself-Rev. N. Sithole, chairman of ZAPU-in his work
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in Nyasaland, and adapt its techniques in building up
the loose-knit coalition of urban and rural dissidents
which at present constitutes the nationalist movement in
Southern Rhodesia.
_
•

South African Trade Unions

Division Under Law
LUKAS MOKOENA
workers are organised into
trade unions in their own industries and united in
national trade union co-ordinating bodies. In no country but South Africa are they organised on racial, sex
or colour lines. Although employers and Governments
have always combined ID opposition to the organisation
of workers into trade unions there have been no legal
enactments to divide them into separate unions. Thus
the unity of the workers is purely and entirely left to
the workers themselves and they have found ways of
uniting in spite of strategems and tactics adopted by
employers.
In South Africa conditions are entirely different.
Workers are divided by law into racial groups. In
terms of the Industrial Conciliation Act, separate trade
unions or separate branches of a trade union are
required for white workers on the one hand and Indian
and Coloured on the other. African workers are
expressly- excluded from the definition of Hemployee"
in terms of the Act. Coloured and Indian branches of
a Union must have an all-white Executive. Although
African trade unions are not as yet illegal, the State
makes it extremely difficult for the Africans to be
organised. Under the Group Areas Act~ the African
unions have no right to occupy premises in an urban
area. Under the Native Labour (Settlement of -Disputes)
Act, the heavy penalties for strike action militate
against the formation of a Union.
It is not only the fact, however, that workers cannot
unite together into one Union which is a major barrier
to working class unity, but that legally and conventionally certain categories of work are reserved mainly
for white workers. In terms of the Mines and Works
Act, blasting certificates can be obtained only by
white-so The Job Reservation Determinations made in
terms of the relevant section of the Industrial ConciliationAct have so far reserved jobs for white workers
only. Although there are no legal barriers to any
worker becoming an apprentice (with the exception of
the building and printing industries) traditionally only
white workers have apprenticeship training. This is
slightly different in the Cape Province with regard to
Coloured workers, but the over-all situatiop is that the
majority of non-whites cannot qualify as skilled
workers.
African workers are deprived by statute of the basic
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rights of freedom of movement and the freedom to sell
their labour to the highest bidder and this hinders their
economic advance.
The' labour aristocracy of white workers thus
created is not unique to South Africa. It is a well..
known employer tactic to divide the workers. But, as
stated above, nowhere else does this have the force of
law.
The interaction of legal compulsions which separate
workers, and the creation of a skilled and privileged
force of white workers has led to the present disunity of
the labour movement in South Africa. Certain emotional attitudes have become deeply entrenched and
make it difficult to break through the barriers to unity-.
regard themselves -as
workers only when issues affect them as white workers.
They regard the non-white workers generally and the
African workers in particular as a threat to their
economic security. Thus consciously and unconsciously
they are opposed to the organisation of African workers
into trade unions. Many of them support "Job Reservation" in the mistaken belief that it will protect their
jobs.
African workers, struggling against a mass of
legislation, open intimidation.. persecution and prosecution to maintain their unions, place no reliance whatsoever on the support of their fe1l9w-white workers.
In too many cases have white workers "scabbed" on
their fellow African workers in the same- factory when
the Africans have gone on strike. To the African
workers, therefore, the white worker is identified with
the employer.
But it is not only in the major issue of strikes where
the white- workers "sell-out" the African workers. In
wage negotiations, where the privileged whites negotiate
on behalf of the unrepresented and unconsulted Africans, the latter fare very badly.
In day-to-day contact at work there is often underlying hostility between the two groups. White workers
actually use their positions to disorganise African trade
unions. They have been known to tell African wor:kers
that their Unions are not legal. Active trade union
shop stewards have lost their jobs not because the
director of the company concerned does not want them
but because the white foreman does not like their trade
union activities. In other words, while the laws of the
country are designed to prevent the African workers
from organising into trade unions, the white workers,
in addition, act as a stumbling block in the formation
of such unions.
These attitudes of white workers are even found
among trade union secretaries or industrial council
agents. Some secretaries of white trade unions do not
hesitate to recommend the expulsion of an African
shop steward to his boss, if the shop steward is a
militant trade unionists. If the latter asks a white trade
unionist to explain trade union procedure which he
does not understand well, the answer is usually to have
the African sacked. One can imagine what resentment
this creates in the minds of African workers.
In many industrial councils, African trade unionists
are treated as "boys." They are spQken to contemptuously bossed by the agents, typists or secretary in
Continued on page 10
THE WHITE WORKERS GENERALLY
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of the wagons stood like
the stark, decrepit remains of naked, dismembered
corpses ?n the edge of the Bus Company's property
overlookIng the shore. Here at eleven o'clock I sat
down with cousin Albert, Boeta and the other big boys,
"Happy" Thompson, JefIy, "BaIlie" and Dicky. Sometimes the gang members changed but I was always the
youngest and the smallest of the mob sitting on the
wagons. Then I delighted in the company and knowledge of people older than myself.
As soon as the bell rang for the fifteen minutes break
we made a dash out of the backyard gate, up the back
l~ne, past Shannon's ho?se which was a converted shop
and past the old PhoenIX Hall and then down the wide
drive-way, past the windows of the Masonic Club and
the Villa Zain, with the tall palm in its garden opposite
the huge bus garage, until we crossed the open gravel
front to the line of wagons.
The ·wagons were formerly the property of old Albertyn who had a cartage concern down-town. When the
wagons were unfit for further use he had them dumped
on the foreshore where they were left to the mercy of
time and the elements, until they became so battered
that they just fell apart through utter weariness from
the unevenness of the battle.
Old Albertyn's house stood on the edge of the shore
almost surround~d by its big garden, which was densely
overcr?wded w~th plant~ .and. trees growing in wild
confusIon and dIsorder, gIVIng It a somewhat mysterious
appearance from whichever side one looked at it. The
garden was dominated by tall blue-gums which cast a
perpetual shade over the place, making each tree
assume a gloomy, sulky mood of unhappiness in the
sepia and olive-green shadows. Only when a strong
wind blew the sea's expanse into hundreds of restless
waves, which the white sea horses rode on, up and
down, up and down, and the sky into masses of dark
grey and blue rain clouds and whipped the beach sand
up over the wagons and the dust along the gravel front
0I?-ly then did t~ose trees appear to be gay. Then th~
stIff cypresses lIfted up their heavy green foliage and
the oleanders along the fence shook their cake-pink and
ivory-white flowers and waxy leaves to and fro, to and
fro, and the banana palms clashed their torn leaves
against each other and against the branches of other
trees, noisy like a noisy child, glad for the wind that
came up off the sea like a small hurricane and gave it
a voice, while the long yellow rods of bamboo that
were tipped wit~ leaves ~ike green daggers, swayed and
swayed from SIde to SIde, up, down, up, down, its
hUInble sideways creak soft beneath the groans and
sighs of the blue-gums. When the wind ran through the
corners of that garden beneath those trees and between
those bushy plants it stole scenty fragrances fronl each
plant, particularly the roses and oleanders, and tossed

THE OLD BROWN FRAME-WORK

PET ERe L ARK E, best known as a painter
and illustrator, grew up and lived in Simon's Town,
Cape until he left recently to study painting in
Amsterdam. In 1958 he won a prize in an
Encounter short story competition with a story
which was subsequently read over the BBC Third
Progralnme, and l1/hich appears in print here for
the first time.
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PETER CLARKE

Eleven O'clock
the Wagons
the Shore
A Story
it to us and anybody willing to wait along its fences to
smell them.
WE ~AT ON THE TATTERED remains of the wagons,
r~ckIng t? and !ro in the, wind, munching the eleven

o clock shces of tuppenny loaves, feeling them become
dou.ghy ~nd 'go~y'. as it mixed with spittle, butter and
aprIcot Jam, heSItatIng on the brink of the throat intO'
which it sank unwillingly with each difficult swallow.
. Along the edge of the crumpled bread-paper the sea
lIcked, spat and spurned, depositing foam and sea-weed
and old bread and broken planks. Off the shore-line the
fishing boats tugged restlessly at their anchors and over
t~e. dock-wall .we could see the big war-ships greyly
rIdmg at attentIon.
With our hands clutching the splintered side-beams
of our wagons, we let our eyes follow along· the white
flight of sea-gulls as they swept along the alleys of the
sky-lanes, sweeping, banking, hovering, swooping down
to collect juicy tit-bits of soggy bread, swollen orange
a~d lonely ca~t-off stool and when the sea showed promIse o~ nothIng they s~t and waited expectantly with
the patIence of a receptIon committee on the end of the
sa~itation pipe, until at long intervals it poured off
drIb.ble~ of refuse. !hen they dropped their white figbodIes Into the tOSSIng waters, bundling each other out
of the way, so as to peck at the morsels they fancied to
be the best.
We and the other schoolboys called them 'skollyboys'
becaus·e they \vere al~ays 'skollying' for something to
eat. But t~e wago~ kIds were the only boys who tried
to recognIse certaIn gulls every day. Somet4mes we
~ucc,eed:d .a~d t~en we watch~d our particular 'Joey' or
.Pat or Bdl flyIng about untIl bored with his surroundIngs he would let a finger of wind lift him under each
wing-tip and transport him on a fast, smooth ride
towardS the town pier, the fishing boats, the big yachts,
the tugs and over t~e black ir?n boundary fence of the
?ld dock-yard, whIle our mInds whispered furiously
Goodby~ Joe, goodbye Joe, see.you tomorrow again',
as ?ur blr~ flew away and the dIstance changed it into
a tIny whIte speck. Then, there was always tomorrow
and the bell . . .
When the days ·were wintry and eleven o'clock dry
we leant on th~ weath~red timbers of the wagons and
watched the mIsts of dIstant rains flushing the faces of
the c?astal mountains, hugging the outline of the bay,
washIng out the colour of mountain, sea and sky the
wa.y ~ater wa~hes out the tints of a delicate watercolour
paIntIng; comIng nearer and nearer until, running hard
for shelter.' we felt it licking at our heels. Those were
far, far raIns and we wondered if they had come to us
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Our minds
whispered furiously
fGood-bye Joe' ...
all the way from the forests and jungles of the Equator.
Watching, you could see it miles and miles away up
country as it came along and it made one wonder.
Sometimes, smack in the middle of winter we got a
clear day with an icy nip on its edge, sharp, like the
sharp point of a knife gently prodding the palm of the
hand. On those 'turned-up collar' days, with hands
stuck deep in pockets and taste of bread and sugary
toffee in mouths, we stood on the beach and looked
across, over the fortress forms of Royal Navy ships, to
the blue mountains far away on the other side of the
bay, their peaks and crests and ravines dazzling white
and dusty blue with a fall of snow. Then we became
envious. 'It would be nice if snow fell in the peninsula
for a change then we could have real snow-fights. Pity
though, there would be sand on the snow-balls if we
battled in the school-yard', said cousin Albert.
after the eleven o'clock
bread, the wagons, and toes in the sea, to run between
buildin.gs to have a quick look at the horses in Albertyn's stables and the blacksmith next door. We knew
those horses because after school we say them in the
street pulling the load~d wagons through the town and
when they stopped, the driver allowed us to touch them,
which we did with the tips of our timid fingers.
The blacksmith's shop, with its excessive heat and
bright, fiery red and pitch, pitch black and hard brown
iron that was changed into white-hot iron, was always
a source of delight. Our wonder made it a place of
magic and the blacksmith a magician. But one day he
shouted at us as we stood in the doorway and "vas
turned into an ordinary man of ordinary flesh and
blood and muscle with the vagaries of an ordinary
human temperament. And we ran from reality, back to
school, past the back windows of the garage in which
the bulky bodies of the buses slumbered, elephant-like,
in the deep gloominess, because in the distance we
could hear the bell . . .
In the warm months of the first butterflies, we
watched the daisies lightly sprinkling themselves, white
and lemon and orange, between the sharp blades of
grass in the lee of the petrified springs and rusted iron
bands of the wagon timbers. Between poles the red
hands of fishermen blooded thin cords of-black fishline
the length of the grassy beach and, halfway up the
sand, stink barnacles fell from the edge of scrapers, off
the hulls of snoek vessels home from the Walvis Bay
coast's winter fishing. The dark holds of those vessels
had borne dried snoek, stacked one on top of the other,
their flayed bodies stiff with the glittering crystal-like
salt; and bulging bags of delicious 'butter-pits' garnered
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from the insides of a melon of the hot South West
Africa desert-land. When the snoek-catchers came home
after. the winter's fishing the boys of the mission school
sat in class and cracked the husks of the 'pits' while
the grumpy schoolmaster had his back turned.
On the warmer days we explored the territories left
vacant by the ebb-tide and caught the small grey-brown
and grey-black mottled rockfish known in our home
language as 'Klipvissies'. Some of the larger of those
fish, caught in the rock pools -with a penny hook tied
to a piece of tough string, found their way into frying
pans and were eaten at suppertime. And when the wind
put. tight fingers between the rocks and pushed the tide
up Into our pools we retreated to the dryness of higher
ground and listened to the rasping voice of the datepalm, in the garden of the Villa Zain, clattering its
dagger-l~aved branches t.ogether outside the tightly
closed WIndows of the whIte and green villa.
Those were far, far days and now it is all over. Time
has taken many hours and changed them into the past.
Bare-footed schoolboys grew up and became men and
the wagons disappeared beneath the reclaimed la~d of
a new fore-shore. Only the sea and the wind remain.
Now when the sea roars and the wind rises up off the
water, and, dashing through the corners of old Albertyn's garden makes every plant and tree rejoice, then
my heart goes back to those far-off eleven o'clock days
of the \vagons and the sea.
•
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PURE WHITE MAN'S LAND 'SHOULD
BE THE IDEAL'
THE APARTHEID o~

separate counters and buses was no
longer sufficient stimulation for the positive idealism of
the youth of the Nationalist Party, Mr. P. S. Marais
(secretary of the party in the Cape) said last night.
~Only the vital ideal of a purer White man's land,
only the stimulating prospect of a task that could be
taCkled selflessly, could thrill again and put a sparkle
in the young eye.'
Mr. Marais was speaking at a stryddag meeting of the
Nationalist Party at Hopetield.

No Longer Issues
He said language, emblems and form of government
were no longer issues, and for this reason the ideal of a
purer White man's land must achieve a new urgency in
the political set-up.
Mr. Marais appealed to youth to accept the ideal of
the gradual removal of the Bantu from the Western
Cape with enthusiasm. The young people should be
prepared to say: 'Rather economic impossibilities than
the certain ruin of the White nation and slavery.'
What had hapened and was still happening in
territories to the north would happen in South Africa.
Mr. Marais quoted Africans like Nkrumah, Banda and
Mboya to show what the Black man wanted-'Africa
for the 'Black man.' 'Africa must be freed from the
White man,' 'The White man can stay, but only without
privileges.'
'Uhuru' Cry
This was the sort of language the Black man was
using. It was the same sort of "Uhuru' cry which had
even been heard outside the Cape Town Post Office on
a Sunday afternoon.
He was not able to quote the words of South African
Bantu leaders like Luthuli and others because it was
now an offence to do so-you know what their language
is like though-the Black man will be satisfied with
nothing lesss than a vote for every adult in the country.
They will be satisfied with nothing less than 'destruction of separating walls.'
Mr. Marais said it would not be possible for a White
minority to maintain control over a Black majority for
all time. Even the policies of the United Party and the
Progressives would not be acceptable to the non-Whites.
Asked who was going to take the place of the Natives
employed as farm labourers and in the fishing industry
on the west coast of the Province, Mr. Marais said no
less a man than Dr. Jan Graaff, brother of the Leader
of the Opposition, had said that numerically the
Coloured people could make the change-over possible
-Cape Times. [L.H.]
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Continued from page 1.
the presence of their n1embers. Yet these very men derive
their pay from the subscriptions paid by the African
workers to .the Council in question. The African worker
believes that the white worker treats him like this
because of the colour of his skin and he regards him
as nothing but his enemy.
THE MAZE OF LA W5 and the deeply-rooted
emotional attitudes arise these barriers to working
class unity which are given concrete expression in the
fact that there are three major co-ordinating bodies in
South Africa: (i) The Confederation of Labour (almost
exclusively white) (ii) The Trade Union Council of
South Africa Cwhite, Indian and Coloured, with a
recent amendme.nt to their Constitution to permit African trade unions to affiliate) and (iii) the South African
Congress of Trade Unions, (multiracial, but predominantly African).
The recent amendment to the constitution of the
Trade Union Council to admit African trade unions
led many observers to believe that progress towards
unity had been made. Unfortunately, the actions of the
Trade Union Council with regard to the General Law
Amendment Bill dashed such hopes. The Council obtained an "assurance" from the, Minister of Justice that
the provisions of the Bill would not be applied to trade
unions recognised under the Industrial Conciliation
Act, namely, white, Indian and Coloured trade unions.
but not African trade unions. This action has confirmed
the belief of African workers that the role of the white
workers is to oppose them, hamper them and even
betray them.
What of the future? It is necessary to state that these
attitudes discussed above are not immutable. They are
the product of the political and economic set-up of ~he
country and as these change, so will these attitudes
change. Despite all restrictions, including the criminal
prosecution of 40,000 African workers for "illegal"
strikes since the introduction of the Native Labour
(Settlement of Disputes) Act. there are more African
trade unions in active existence now than at the time
when the Nationalist Party came to power. Their
determination to organise themselves can only be
impeded, never halted. As these Unions grow in
strength and numbers, so will their white counterparts
be forced to take cognisance of their existence and their
demands. On the Northern Rhodesian Copperbelt, for
instance, where African trade unions struggled against
similar disabilities, the African Mineworkers' Union
became so powerful that in their recent strike, the white
Mineworkers Union issued the following statement:
50 FROM

"Our members will not take the place of any African
miner to produce copper, There will definitely be no
scabbing."

This is a major breakthrough on the trade union
front in Southern Africa and what has happened on
the Copperbelt could be an indication of the future
pattern here. At present, however, the working class
in South Africa is deeply divided and the non-white
workers are required to educate their fellow white
workers to the true meaning of working class unity.
It has never been a demand of the non-white workers
that whites must be excluded from jobs to make way
for them.
•
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The 1962 Davie Memorial Lecture

Mr. Oppenheimer
and ft~rhem"
RANDOLPH VIGNE
"A CONDITION IS A THING upon the fulfilment of which
depenas another," says the L'unclse. In tne 19b2 '1'. tS.
Vavie Memorial Lecture to the University of Cape
Town, IMr. Harry Oppenheimer dealt with such conditions-the things that need to be fulfilled to bring about
·'progress in Africa."
He made it his business to define these conditions,
and I make due apology for this crude summary of a
detailed argument. Thus Mr. Oppenheimer:
1. Colonialism brought about Africa's spectacular
progress.
2. For this progress to continue European colonialism must be restored but without its political content.
3. To restore the conditions of colonialism Africa
needs:
.
(a) stable, efficient government with individual freedom, run by an educated, Europeanised elite, since
"one man one vote" is incompatible with parliamentary
democracy in Africa and is likely to lead to civil war,
chaos or dictatorship.
(b) investment capital, markets and skilled men
from outside Africa, and from Europe rather than the
United States or Russia.
Leaving aside the argument as to whether European
colonialism was the good thing of Mr. Oppenheimer's
rather Dilmpcsn descriptIon or nOl" one may summar~se
his conclusion thus: Without European economic influence and a European political system run by a
Europeanised elite Africa will "sink back into the
chaos and tyranny from which the Europeans rescued
it."

conditions for African progress,
Mr. Oppenheimer is either a deeply pessimistic person
who has written off the future of Africa and presumably
his companies' two-thousand-million rand stake with it.,
or he is very seriously misinformed. For to have defined
conditions as utterly impossible of fulfilment as those
listed in the Davie Lecture, Mr. Oppenheimer must
either be telling us that "universal darkness" (his
phrase) will return to Africa., or he is unaware that the
conditions are unfulfillable.
The evidence suggests the second alternative. Mr.
Oppenheimer and his father, the late Sir Ernest Oppenheimer, were once men of great political power, and
Mr. Oppenheimer still talks with the vocabulary of a
power that is gone. The isolation that once accompanied
it has remained, however, and keeps Mr. Oppenheimer
away from the realities of post-colonial Africa.
In his isolation Mr. Oppenheimer appears to have
TO HAVE DEFINED SUCH
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lost touch with important realities of the new Africa.
In the first place, were he fully in touch he would not
prescribe conditions that overrule Africa's inevitable
reaction against European control. And these conditions
are given at a time when the chances of African acceptance of Europe.an economic, if not political, control are
almost noneXIstent. In the second place, he would not
require the halting of the transfer of political power
from the hands of elites to the mass. One-man-one-vote
he calls '~a dangerous and undesirable course" likely
to end individual freedom . which he claims as one of
colonialism's greatest contributions to Africa and a
prerequisite for progress if men are "to realise their
potentialities." It is, of course, the very denial of such
freedom under Colonialism which has made "one man
one vote" inevitable everywhere in Africa.
But the atmosphere of unreality extends beyond the
actual conditions listed. It is difficult to analyse as it
pervades the entire lecture, but a clue is provided by
Mr. Oppenheimer's use of language in certain passages.
When he was younger, there was meaning in the pronouns 'you' and ·them' in sentences like: "Whether
you are dealing with the transfer of power to Africans
In a Colonial area or the admission of Africans to
power in a mixed racial area, the best hope lies in
building up and rapidly expanding a class of educated
Westernised Africans and of co-operating with them."
'You' were the rulers, heirs of Queen Victoria's Colonial Office, of Mr. Rhodes, and General Smuts; 'them'
were the Natives among whom you had come to make
your fortune, perhaps to settle, and whom it was your
duty to govern.
"You" were in the position that Dr. Verwoerd is in
vis a vis the Transkei, where the Republican Government "in its new role of Colonial power" . . ."has
greater knowledge and experience of Africans and
disposes of greater power on the spot than the old
Colonial powers." Dr. ·Verwoerd can introduce new
constitutions, can create elites, can bolster up the traditionalists, influence the Transkei's economy, whereas
neither Mr. Oppenheimer nor any of his fellow industrialists, his Progressive Party or former United Party
colleagues can do any of these things.
Lest it be thought that this passage was merely a
lapse, a hearkening back to pre-1948 days of glory,
the point should be made that the conditions as a whole
imply the possession of power to enforce their fulfilment. There. is a pervading tone of "we must see to it
that" . t. \.frica goes this way or that. Mr. Oppenheimer
may be genuinely unaware of the absurdity of his
expecting these conditions to be carried out as voluntary actions by African states or by the people of
Southern Africa in the future. If he is not, he implies
the existence of some power in his own hands or in the
hands of the learned dons, city fathers and students he
addressed, or his wider audience among the whites of
Southern Africa, to see to it that the Africans keep
Africa on the road of progress.
Mr. Oppenheimer himself is without any such power
to enforce anything against the wishes of African people. This is so largely because his views are unacceptable either to the mass of Africans or the mass of
whites. He heads a mighty industry which is a symbol
to millions of Africans of white wealth at the expense
11

of African toil. His public image, reinforced by this
Davie lecture, links hlffi with Welensky, Salazar and,
yes, Verwoerd in African minds. Perhaps African anti·
pathy to hIm is Silllply a response to hIS own consistent
attitude to the people of this continent, and hence to the
nlajority of hiS fellow countrymen in South Africa, with
whose feelings and aspirations by no gesture or word
does he ever identity himself. Here once again, in
comparing Dr. Verwoerd's l"ranskei colony·to-be. with
europe's 10rmer African colonies, he says, with ominous
Inevitability, 1t will be interesting to see if we in South
Atrica can do better."
As for the whites o~ Southern Africa, the huge majori..
ty do not believe in his ability to protect them from
pnysical danger or economic loss should his Progressive
~arty policies be put to the test. They simply do not
share his views and therefore will never attempt to
enforce conditions involving risks to their own security.
h

a clear indication in one
passage that Mr. Oppenheimer is aware, if only momentarily, of the antipathy felt towards his views, and the
improbability of tneir ever being of real influence. Thus,
when making the concrete proposal of l.'limiting the
vote to peoDle . . . sufficiently educated and sophisticated to work a parliamentary system" he concedes,
indirectly, that it may be "unacceptable to Africans
and therefore bound to fail."
It may be unacceptable, note, Mr. Oppenheimer does
not accept that it will be unacceptable-afte.r all, he
says plaintively, "it has never been seriously tried."
He makes no concessions to sentiment, except in
defence of white attitudes here and there, and he makes
no gesture towards modern African ideals of nonracialism, panAfricanism or nonalignment. He seems
quite unaware of the modern African ethos, with its
memories of-I mention these at random-the slave
trade, CQngo "red rubber," genocide against the Herero,
the rape of .Matabeleland, betrayal by the Act of Union,
or four centuries of Portuguese rule. And the Colour
Bar, that universal experience of African people in
contact with Europeans, was, in Mr. Oppenheimer's
view "for many years not in serious conflict with
African aspirations and capabilities." Has he no inkling
of the depth of anti-white, anti-European feeling that
Colonialism and the Colour Bar (nowhere more strictly
enforced than in his own industry), have created among
the African people?
As for the work of scholars and thinkers in seeking an
understanding of the nonmechanical contribution African characteristics may make towards the sick materialism of Western Civilisation-why, Mr. Oppenheimer
does not even know of its existence.
Instead his argument is all the tough talk of
big business. Africa wants and can give much more
than that, and any discussion of conditions that ignores
the true springs of African nationalism, for want of a
better phrase, contributes as little towards finding the
way of African progress as does the prescribing of a
course one lacks the power to see carried out.
THERE IS,

NEVERTHELESS,

that the road pointing
to European "neocolonialism" is the wrong one, and
the traveller who urges it on others will be rightly dis-

MR. OPPENHEIMER MUST LEARN
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credited. The road laid out and paved by white men
who see their role as one of "dealing with" Africans
and "building up" classes of educated Africans for
their own ends, is going to be by-passed by leaders of
African opinion, who will rather travel a rougher route
than accept ,Mr. Oppenhcimer's patronage.
He must learn that if "one man one vote" is in
fact incompatible with a two-or-more-party system in
African states~ and would require the whites to "hand
over unconditionally" to the Africans in Southern
Africa, the best course is to prepare for such eventualities. If, as he must know, there is not the will for
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"genuine racial partnership" in these countries, why not
face tip to it and work out what the conditions are for
progress in a nonracial yet African-controlled Southern
Africa? It is the "big push" from the ordinary people
of Africa that is going to be needed to make Africa
what she can become, not the building up of Europeanised elites, or closer economic ties with Europe.
Before hearing the Davie lecture one may have
thought that Mr. Oppenheimer had a personal part to

Ibrahim el Salahi
IBRAHI~{ EL SALAHI IS A YOUNG Sudanese artist who is now a
teacher in the Khartoum Technical Institute. Salahi was trained
at the Slade School in London, but it is evident from his
present work that he has developed far since then. He seems
to have developed his highly original forms from Arabic calligraphy. Some of his works are a bstract compositions based on
Arabic \\'riting. Most of his work is figurative, the basic Arab
forms being still recognisable and some of the exquisite
rhythm of this writing has been preserved.
In content, however, Salahi's art has grown beyond both
the influences of the Slade and Arabic writing.
Salahi presents us with a series of anthropomorph images
which are extremely haunting. These images are human in
their suffering-but the forms seem to suggest human, divine
and animal elements all at once. As in ancient African mytho-
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play in assisting and canalising Africa's "big push" if
only because he once resigned from the United Party
and is known to support the Progressives. It might even
have been possible to see for hinl a progressive role in
the agony of South Africa's e·mergence from European
domination. On the evidence of the lecture there can
be no such hope. Instead of being a potential force for
progress in Africa, Mr. Oppenheimer is only to be seen
as an obstacle to it.
•

ULLI BEJER
logy there are no clear-cut divisions between the animal, the
human and the divine.
The strong African feeling in these pictures is surprisingcoming &s it does from Khartoum, from an Islamic culture
with no tradition in figurative painting. Yet it is so strong,
that one thinks at first one recognises resembl3.nces between
Salahi's images and African masks. Senufa? Dan?-No. A
closer look reveals t.hat it is an affinity of spirit rather than of.
form. These images-like masks-are appearances from
another, supernatural or superrea! world. We regard them with
a mixture of awe and delight, trying to interpret the cryptic
message they carry.
In Nov.enxber-December 1961, M BAR I exhibited a
small collection of I brahim el Salahi's drawings, one of
which is reproduced below.
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Words
Words
Words
of the 1961 conference of
teachers of English as a second language, English
should be taught at secondary school level in such a
way that students will "be. stimulated" to find literature
so rewarding that they will continue reading after they
have left school." The recent special issue' ot the Tinles
Literary Supplement called "A Language in Common"
quotes this meagre aim ag~inst the majestic pronouncem'ent by Lord Macaulay in his 1835 Minute on Indian
Education. Macaulay saw English as the key to '-the
poetry of Milton, the metaphysics of Locke, the physics
of Newton"; after correct and scientific instruction in
the language, he said, education really begins. "There
stretch poetry and metaphysics and physics, the only
valid reasons why a knowledge of English phonemes
should ever be painfully acq ulred", says tne Tilnes
Literary Supplement. l'he smaner objective of the
Makerere report seemed to be before the writer of the
South African article in this issue. It was a kind of
"What are you reading?" talk, superficial and gossipy
("a literary 'little magazine', The (,'1lassic-named after
the shebeen where It was planned-is about to be
launched under the editorship of Nat Nakasa, one of
the young journalist-writers in Johannesburg"). Its
unsupported generalisations are surprising ("few Africans have read novels about their own country that are
widely known and read overseas" ... "the real readers
among Africans are the 'political' people"). The
anonymous writer's ignorance of our literature in African languages and Afrikaans is matched by his or her
unawareness of the factors governing the choice of
English or Afrikaans among Africans. Afrikaans is a
less useful lingua franca than English because the latter
is used when Nguni meets Sotho, when South African
meets Rhodesian or South West African, not only
because English is a world language. Instead of learning
that Errol Flynn's memoirs sold well in an African
bookshop, one might have been given some glimpse
of the deep, gradual struggle taking place among our
score of languages, and of' the hope that English will
survive, and will lead our descendants to the "poetry,
metaphysjcs and physics" of the great world.
One reason for the, certain rise of English among
Africans in the Republic is the attempt of the Bantu
Educationists to deny it to the million-and-a-half
African school children in their net. The Afrikaans
language was hardened into a mighty and treasured
weapon by the mental sufferings and bitterness of
ACCORDING TO THE REPORT
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Afrikaners when the British tried to suppress the
--taal". The determination of Africans to speak and
read English is being intensified with every attempt by
the Bantuisers to promote Afrikaans and Atrican
languages at the expense of English. English is suffering heavy losses, just as the "I must not speak Dutch"
days deprived many Afrikaners of their language. The
next generation won it back again and turned their
backs on English. In future years, Africans may react
in the same way towards Afrikaans. The Afrikaner
Nationalists will thus have worked for the glory of
English and the decline of Afrikaans, when their motive
was undeniably the reverse. There is added irony in
the fact that the proportion of English-speakers ,to
Afrikaans-speakers in the white community has
declined dramatically with the latest census analysis.
And the English are doing almost nothing about it,
let alone trying to help the Africans in their fight for
English.
advertisements in the British Press
are straying further and further into the realms of
fantasy. Even that Disney-like pedlar of dreams Mr.
de Wet NeI must be surprised and upliJted to learn
that in South Africa today: "the greatest degree, of
individual liberty possible in such a unique situation
j,; jealously guarded", that the Government "understands and respects" South Africa's African leaders
when they "insist in the most uncompromising terms on
doing things in their own way", and that "discrimination among or against individuals of colour" is not the
case here.
The writer's facts are as dreamlike and unorthodox
as his opinions. "Their (European) forbears settled a
part of Africa that belonged to no one", he writes with
a magnificent disregard for the large and flourishing
communities of Khoikhoin (Hottentots), and Namaquas,
who had peopled the Western Cape for long ages
before the white men came, or the BaTwa (Bushmen),
,already fleeing from the stronger Khoikhoin, and the
Bantu-speaking tribes whose pioneers had crossed' the
Limpopo cen~uries earlier. The descendents of ,all
these pre-European South African people still live in
the Western Cae, a subject race, mixed today with
European and Asian stock, and the attitude of the
Europeans to them was revealed once again in the
pathetic Elandskloof incident this September. This
little community was dispersed from their mission
station their families had inhabited at least since 1861,
because the Dutch Reformed Church wanted to, sell
Elandskloof and the white farmers wanted their labour
("if they are willing to apply and to submit themselves
to the domestic rules of each individual farm", said the
Citrusdal Boerevereniging, echoing the terms of three
hundred years of bondage).
Readers of the London Sunday newspapers where
these articles appear are also told that "Other Bantu
peoples are rapidly following the Xhosa to autonomy."
It is a toss up whether rapidly or autonomy is the bigger
SOUTH AFRICA HOUSE

fie.
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The East African
Short Story
BLOKE MODISANE
AT THE RECENT CONFERENCE of African writers of
English expression, held at the University College of
Makerere, Kampala, organised by the Mbari Centre,
Ibadan, and sponsored by the Congress of Cultural
Freedom, the East African short story was discussed in
a paper read by this writer.
At critic's time for the short story, Mr. Donatus
Nwoga, in his paper, posed the question: has there been
a sufficient realisation of the difference between the
anecdote and the short story proper, i.e. the difference
between merely a short narration of events and a wellcomposed and centrally visualised story?
. This was the precise point which I found pertinent
In the study of the short story in East Africa. There is
a strong anecdotal quality in the short stories of J. T.
Ngugi, John Kariara and John Nagenda, the three
writers whose work I selected for consideration.
Except for Kenya, where the rise of mau mau and
the subsequent state of emergency, had inlposedtenlporarily-South-African-type strains in human
relationships, East Africa has relatively lived under a
mild political climate. Social criticism is not a feature
in this writing, the canvas is too large and the stories
~ove at a leisurely pace. The vitality, the urgency, the
VIolence, of t~e South African short story is lacking.
I do not WIsh to be understood to mean that vitality,
urgency and violence are necessarily a feature of the
short story; O. Henry's 'Gift of the Magi'; De Maupassant's 'The Necklace' and Katherine Mansfield's 'The
Tea Party', contain none of these elements listed, blit
they form the body of the world's best short stories.
I have a well-entrenched psychosis against rules and
regulations, .m~ im~ediate impulse is to rebel against
the~ and wIll InvarIa~ly. break them; but in mitigation
I .wIsh to plead that It IS more fun to be acquainted
~Ith the rules before rebelling against the constrictions
Imposed by the rules; it is usually the restrictions
-not the rules-which are cumbersome. The short
story is a strict and precise art form-incidentally, also
the most exacting. It relates a single incident in a
human experience to underline a point; the incident is
seen through the eyes of single character told from a
single viewpoint.
'
In the story, 'The Return', by J. T. Ngugi, the hero
(Kamau) returns after five years from a detention camp
~uring the mau mau emergency, to find that the only
hfe he had known had drifted away; that he had been
presumed dead, his wife had remarried and his village
had been destroyed. At that moment of crisis the hero's
M ? D I SAN E has been lvorking in
London as a wrIter, actor and broadcaster since he
left Johannesburg in 1959. He attended the Mbari
Conference of African Writers in En,rdish at
Makerere College, Kampala in June 1962.
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reaction is unsatisfactory, it lacks emotional motivation; the dialogue is used-not to heighten the dramabut to explain events.
'The Wind', also by Ngugi, suffers because the writer
halts t~e a~tion of the story and explains things; too
many SItuatIons are explained rather than shown. And
although both stories ar~ told fr~m a single viewpoint,
the. characters ar~ ha.ndlcapped In the playing out of
theIr fate; the motIvatlons do not arise from the psychology of the characters, but from the narrational manipulations of the writer.
AT THIS POINT I WISH to discuss the function of motive
in the short story, with particular reference to the East
Afr~can stories. The short story, like the play, should
begIn at that moment of crisis in the life of a character
that historical moment at which the character will hav~
to make a move. The magnitude of the issue at stake
the .natur~ of h~s perso~ality. the force or forces posed
agaInst hIm, WIll prOVIde the motivation. In real life
people may act irrationally, but in fiction-in artevery act must be motivated. We, the readers, want to
know why. Is the situation plausible?
.A.nd alt~ough character development is reduced to a
mInImum In the short story, orchestration of characters
is essential, the unity of opposites rigid.
In the short story the narration of events contains an
obviou~ l~mitation, committing the story to a loose
thematIC hne. John Nagenda, has told in his 'And This,
at Las~', an ane~dot~ and not a short story proper.
There IS no motIvatIon, nothing is at stake and the
orchestration of characters is loose. The anecdote is
tol~ in a ~onologue by one of the three characters at
varIOUS pOInts of the narration; the viewpoint bounces
about. We are not shown why and how impotrant it is
for the yo~ng reporter to be granted an interview by
the eccentrIc old man. The interview is granted as an
act. of accident, not because of the young reporter's
aC~10n. Th.e. h~nd, of the artist is missing.
The InItIatIon, by John Kariara, contains the seed
of a powerful short st?ry had it been artistically developed..The ch~racter IS caught between a private and
a p~~l~c ~orahty. T~e hero (Mirashi) sends his son to
~n InItIatIon school In the full realisation that the boy
IS not strong enough to ~ithstand the ceremony, but
!Jecause cu~tom deman~s It and the elders insist upon
It. The boy s wounds fatl to respond to treatment; pride
p~events th~ father of the boy from asking for help,
WIthout whIch the boy will die.
The death of the boy introduces a new thematic
s.tructure; the boy's f~t~er. seeks for another way of
hfe, he turns to Chnstlanlty but the disillusionment
which leads him to this is not explored. This dramatic
twist in thematic structure suggests a break with tribal
life, but the re~der is .n?~ persuaded into an acceptance
of the drar:tattc posslb!hty: the great experience. The
s~ory contaIns two maIn themes and too many situatIons. The undercurrent of human experience has not
been artistically realised.
The East African short story is still young and will
develop-with experience-from the anecdote to the
shor: story proper; at present, i~ is an embryonic body
of lIterature perhaps not deservIng the critical analysis
. •
given here. ·
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First Martyr

class, they stood aloof from any political change
untIl It was too late. By then, as we realise from Mr.
Colin Legum's excellent (biographical) introduction,
Mr. Lumumba had realised that power lay elsewhere
than in the incipient Congelese bourgeoisie, and acted

R.N. NORDAU

a~cordingly.

Congo My Country by Patrice Lumumba (Pall Mall

Press with Barrie & Rockliff)
THIS BOOK lNVOLYES the reader in several dimensions of
disbelief. To start with, it comes as a surprise to learn
that Mr. Lumumba wrote a book at all: his short and
tragic political career has always been presented as
the result of a charismatic personality, evocative rather
than reflective. It seems, however, that the, book was
the result of an earlier concern on Mr. Lumumba'~
part to persuade the Belgians of the virtues of reform;
it was written in 1956, while he was in prison!' but was
not published by the Belgian firm to whom it was
submitted.
It is hard to understand why they were so cautious,
for the most difficult thing about this book is to
reconcile its mild-even sycophantic-tone with the
ardour and capriciousness of the Lumumba who has
come to be something of a Pan-African legend, and is
probably independent Africa's first martyr. Consider,
for instance, this description of Belgian Colonialism:

"Belgium, moved by a very sincere and humanitarian
idealism, came to our help and, with the assistance of
doughty native fighters, was able to rout the enemy, to
eradicate disease, to teach us and to eliminate certain barbarous pra\;tices from our customs, thus restoring our human
dignity and turning us into free, happy, vigorous, civilised
Oleo."

And this is no isolated example. The work is
crammed full of references to 'our King', to the 'BelgoAfrican community', to the good works of the GovernorGeneral and his allegedly dedicated and selfless civil
servants. Its pleas for change are framed as requests for
the betterment of the position of the evolue more often
than as demands for liberation on behalf of the mass
of the African population. It compliments the Belgians
on the wisdom of their land policy, acknowledges the
right of Europeans to preferential treatment as regards
wages (provided only that the evolue is similarly
privileged), and generally leans over backwards to offer
bouquets to them on their generous behaviour.
be at Mr. Lumumba's
apparent naivete, it is for Belgium that one must reserve
a sense of utter astonishment. Even when handed on a
platter the mild and "constructive" type of policy that
was being advanced by those like Mr. Lumumba on
behalf of the tiny number who made up the African
AMAZED
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ONE
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'rhe bo~k does not deal with Lumumba during this,
the most lm portant stage in his political career. It is
left to Mr. Legunl to show the developments that took
place in his thought, notably after the All African
Peoples Conference in Accra in 1958. From this time
on, Lumumba became involved in the real struggle to
free the Congo, and . what is more important, to unite
it. It was in this cause that he employed all his dynamic
personal vigour, the more fervently as he came to
realise the enormity of the situation which the Belgians
had left him to face.
The remarkable thing about Lumumba is not that
he changed his views in so short a space of time, but
that after doing so he did not immediately allow himself
to be overcome by the frustration and bitterness which
could so easily have followed so great a disillusionment.
It is too easy for a South AfrIcan to draw terrifying
analogies. The only pity is that the wrong South
Africans will probably do so.
•
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